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COLLECTIVE WISDOM
A Message From Peter Howe - AHIA Treasurer
So you want to be a pilot!
(With apologies to those who want to be
an aircraft engineer)
I noticed a recent article where a number
of airline pilots were interviewed and
they recalled when they first decided
to become a pilot. This is something as
helicopter pilots, I am sure we could all
do!
But I doubt at that time, we would have
given much thought to “what sort of
helicopter pilot do I want to become?”
I would suggest probably very little
thought, given the vast amount of
unknown aviation information waiting
for our arrival as student pilots.
We eventually started our training and
looked forward to flying for a living.
So what do we need to be a good
pilot? Is it flying skill alone or is there
more involved? There are a number of
important qualities for any pilot to have
throughout their career.

amendments to a plan throughout a
mission.
Good pilots are risk averse; they will not
take un-necessary risk during their flying.
They may be able to review the conditions
causing their concern and form another
plan to complete the task safely. Examples
could be, not continuing a VFR flight in
poor weather, overloading a helicopter
or flying at night without the necessary
training or equipment fit.
Good pilots have an ability to say “NO”.
This may be as simple as delaying a
departure until conditions improve,
refusing a task because it is not covered
in the operations manual, considering the
situation unsafe or CASA regulations not
permitting the operation. When refusing
a request, a reason should be given so that
the other party understands the situation.
It is important to stand by such a decision
in the face of strong pressure to reverse it,
when warranted.

Integrity and honesty are two important
qualities in a person and they are
Good pilots demonstrate a commitment
indispensable qualities in a pilot. In this
to exercise good judgement. Good pilots situation, integrity and honesty means
maintain good situation awareness. They being truthful in all our dealings in the
are aware of the surroundings, their
workplace, accurately recording flight
physical well-being and are prepared to
hours, reporting incidents or accidents,
amend a plan as necessary in order to have using company equipment for the
a safe outcome on the task. Generally,
intended purpose, maintaining safe
they “know their limits” which may
operating procedures in accordance with
change as they gain more experience in
the company procedures and operating
different tasks. Working in the emergency an aircraft in a safe, compliant manner to
services area, for example, hones these
avoid harm to later pilots.
pilot skills because many rescue tasks
are initiated with minimal patient
As we develop as pilots, we should seek to
and location information requiring
develop high standards in our flying as an
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example to others in our company and the
industry. We must have a willingness to learn
and apply lessons presented to us. There is
no room for an individual pilot who insists
on “doing it my way” in a modern company.
Be interested in developing your technical
knowledge about your helicopter and the
associated aviation knowledge needed to
operate in the current environment. This
will give you more confidence in your ability
to operate the helicopter safely or deal with
an emergency situation. In addition, it will
assist in the transition to a more complex
operating environment or helicopter type in
the future.
Our industry now has a set of regulations
which are quite complex and require careful
examination to ensure that our operations
remain compliant. While the regulations

provide the foundation for our operations,
the company Operations Manual (or
Exposition) defines the procedures that
our company uses to support our clients
and manage the risk of any operation. It is
important that we operate in accordance
with the Operations Manual procedures. To
conduct an activity which does not have an
Operations Manual procedure or is “your
own way of doing it”, is not acceptable
because it exposes the company to a risk
that they may not wish to undertake. It can
also lead to regulatory action against the
company and any pilot involved should the
incident be reported or observed.
It is important that we treat any aircraft or
equipment allocated to us with respect. Fly
the helicopter within its limitations, report
any unserviceabilities in approved manner,
handle items such as hand held radios,
telephones or iPads carefully to ensure that
they remain fit for purpose while in your

care. Neglect of equipment can lead to down
time and an inability to service an important
contract, possibly leading to financial
penalties. In a worst case scenario it could
lead to the injury or death of a fellow pilot.
Most flying activities are a result of a
number of people working towards the same
outcome, for example conducting successful
operations. It requires front office staff,
engineers, refuellers, parts suppliers, pilots
and many others to work together as a team
to achieve success. So it is important that
we develop as team players. People who are
disruptive in a team environment, cause
distractions which are counter-productive to
the operation. Equally important to the team
is loyalty. This needs to be both upward and
downward in an organisation to ensure that
each team member feels well supported and
valued.
And finally, good pilots strive to succeed!

Peter Howe had an active flying career of
forty two years in military and commercial
aviation. He participated in operations in
Australia, Thailand, China, Philippines,
North Africa and UAE. He flew both single
and multi-engine helicopters in offshore,
charter, emergency medical services,
aerial fire-fighting and search and rescue
operations. He held a number of training
and supervisory positions during his
career, as many pilots will remember. He
has remained active in the industry and is
currently a Safety, Quality and Compliance
Manager with a Victorian helicopter
company. He has served on the AHIA Board
for a number of years and holds the position
of Treasurer.
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CEO’S COMMENT
Our convention partner, AMDA
Foundation Limited has announced the
June dates and venue for ROTORTECH
2022. This is very welcome news and will
enable the AHIA to build on this year’s very
successful event.
We will be working hard to ensure that next
year’s convention is even better and hope
our overseas industry partners will also once
again, be able to join us.
Australia enjoys the world’s second largest
civil helicopter fleet and it is imperative
that ROTORTECH continues to be a
significant showcase for the opportunities
and challenges facing our industry.
I believe all members have by now received
their new membership certificate. If anyone
feels that they have missed out please
contact Rodd Craig or myself.
CASA ‘s new CEO and Chair are both now
in place and so far the signs are positive that
these most senior ranks are willing to listen
to our industry. Listening however, is just
one part of the equation.
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Resolution is desperately needed on a
number of fronts including the multi-engine
class rating, more efficient pathways for
prospective flight examiners, the Part 138
MOS and updating Part 61. That being
said, the December 2 deadline for the
implementation of a range of regulations is
proving challenging for both industry and
CASA. These competing issues will be the
focus of imminent discussions with CASA.
The apparent growth in the number of
government-owned helicopters competing
in the market with commercial helicopters
is of concern to numerous members.
Some government agencies do not appear
to understand the long-established national
policy of competitive neutrality. This issue
is a high priority for the AHIA and your
Association is working hard to ensure that
the government implements its own policies
and industry members receive a ‘fair go’ to
provide vital services to communities and
agencies.
It is very pleasing to see an increasing
number of new members coming on
board. Every new member strengthens the
Association and we welcome your input.
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I also look forward to speaking with you
individually.
Stay safe,
Paul Tyrrell
CEO
Australian Helicopter Industry Association

BE JOB READY WITH PACIFIC CROWN
Pacific Crown Helicopters is a leading Airbus Helicopter maintenance
and refurbishment centre on Queensland’s Sunshine Coast. We are a
CASA Part 145 approved maintenance organisation, a Safran Helicopter
Engine approved service centre and an Airbus Helicopter approved
maintenance centre.
At Pacific Crown, we are passionate about our industry, its people
and the rewarding career that can be gained from within. We are
also very concerned with skills development within the industry and
as such, Pacific Crown is embarking on an Introduction to Rotary
Wing Engineering training program, for entrance into the aviation
maintenance industry.
The concept for this training program is to embrace the helicopter
industry as a whole and supply people that are Job Ready for any
maintenance company.

Monday to Friday. The training is free, but participants must attend
each day and organise their own accommodation, living costs and travel.
Participants must supply their own basic tool kit.
This is a no cost training program that will introduce participants to
rotary wing aviation and its career opportunities. We would encourage
AHIA member companies looking for staff to consider successful
participants of this program.
The program is due to commence in late November 2021 and will
conclude approximately mid-February 2022.
For any further enquiries please email, training@pacificcrown.com

Job Ready, means a new aircraft maintenance engineer can arrive at an
engineering facility, be given a maintenance task and go straight to work,
with standard supervision.
It is envisaged that this training will eliminate many “what do I do”
questions from new starters. Attendees will be made fully aware of the
regulatory processes that need to be followed for maintenance and the
written documentation and approvals required for any given company.
The Aircraft and Engine logbooks, manufacturers documentation and
publications with online access, will be a central part of the program. Not
to forget the ATA system, modifications, supplementary type certificates,
service bulletins, airworthiness directives (the list goes on). Some basic
Rotary Wing aerodynamics, general engineering principles, workshop
practices, safety and a major practical component on the AS 350 will
round out the programme. This will ensure graduates are, Job Ready.
This Introduction to Rotary Wing Engineering training program will be
conducted at the Pacific Crown facility on the Sunshine Coast Airport,
Queensland and will also include an in-house introductory course on the
AS 350.
The program will run for three months, over a normal working week,
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ROTORTECH SET TO TAKE OFF IN 2022
Following the success of the ROTORTECH 2021 Helicopter and
Unmanned Flight Exposition in June this year, AMDA Foundation
can now confirm that ROTORTECH 2022 will be staged at Brisbane’s
Royal International Convention Centre from 21-23 June, 2022.
Delivered in conjunction with the Australian Helicopter Industry
Association (AHIA) and Australian Association for Unmanned Systems
(AAUS), ROTORTECH 2022 will again feature a comprehensive
three-day industry conference program, industry exhibition and formal
networking program for the Australian helicopter and unmanned aerial
systems communities.
Despite the challenges of COVID, ROTORTECH 2021 was a
confirmed success, growing markedly over the 2018 event.
•
•
•

1806 attendances, nearly doubling the 2018 attendance
40% more participating companies (140)
50% larger exhibition space over the 2018 event

The AHIA and AAUS conference programs covered a wide range of
topics from firefighting and law enforcement operations to regulation,
safety and technology developments.

“We believed that industry sought an in-person event as a platform to
begin rebuilding confidence and reaffirming face-to-face relationships,"
Mr Honnery said. “ROTORTECH 2021 fulfilled that goal, and industry
participants quickly indicated a desire for another ROTORTECH in
2022.”
AHIA President Ray Cronin said ROTORTECH provided an
important forum for highlighting the challenges and successes of the
industry.
“ROTORTECH is where the industry showcases its achievements and
brings together a wealth of knowledge and experience from which the
industry will grow and benefit all participants,” Mr Cronin said.
“Our industry is dynamic and challenging, and it’s important that we
take advantage of face-to-face network opportunities such as those
afforded by ROTORTECH. We look forward to doing that again at
ROTORTECH 2022.”
Follow ROTORTECH 2022 on social media or join our mailing list

AMDA Foundation Chief Executive Ian Honnery said industry feedback
from ROTORTECH 2021 revealed a strong appetite for another
ROTORTECH “sooner rather than later”.

PRIVACY STATEMENT
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The Australian Helicopter Industry Association is
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Privacy Principles.
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